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Vehicular networks play a crucial role in Intelligent Transportation System (ITS), making transportation safer and more
convenient. Most applications in ITS require information carried by basic safety messages (BSMs) to be exchanged periodically
among vehicles. However, BSMs are vulnerable to different attacks, especially jamming attacks, due to their limited short
message length and life span. In this paper, we analyze the impact of a jamming attack on BSMs and initially propose a
random channel surfing scheme to attempt to react to the attack. We investigate the scheme by a simple extendible
probabilistic model and simulation in NS-3. Obtained results provide a reference to design an optimal channel surfing scheme
that adapts to its supported applications.

1. Introduction

Vehicular networks facilitate communication among vehi-
cles (V2V) and between vehicles and roadside infrastructure
(V2I) in the transportation network. Thanks to this commu-
nication, the network infrastructure can serve an extensive
range of applications. Among these, safety applications that
make transportation safer are one crucial type. They operate
based on essential information included in basic safety mes-
sages (BSMs), such as position, velocity, acceleration of vehi-
cles, and hazardous incident warnings. Due to the
requirement of freshness and the compact of information,
BSMs are exchanged periodically every 100ms [1, 2] and
have short lengths. These characteristics make BSMs prone
to be targets of many types of wireless attacks, especially
attacks at the physical and medium access control layer, such
as jamming attacks. Limited packet length does not allow
complex cryptography. The short life span, in milliseconds,
makes BSMs easily become victims of simple but effective
attacks like jamming attacks, as no time is taken for the
attacker to do complex computations.

Jamming is one kind of Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack.
It broadcasts radio signals in the physical channel to block
any communication in the same physical channel within
its transmission range. Jamming can be either constant jam-
ming or reactive jamming. In constant cases, the attacker
continually emits radio signals not following any rule of
communication protocol. In reactive jamming, the attacker
(so-called the jammer) transmits radio signals upon sensing
a transmission in the medium. Reactive jamming is more
dangerous and harder to detect as it conforms to legitimate
transmission [3]. The impact of jamming is graver to safety
applications because of their time constraints. The conse-
quence can be severe if the safety-related information is
not delivered to the appropriate vehicles at the right time
because of the interruption caused by jamming.

While the impact of a jamming attack is profound for
safety applications, mitigation against them in vehicular net-
works encounters even more challenges. Indeed, characteris-
tics of the vehicular environment have raised these
challenges in VANETs. The main ones include issues of
inherent properties of radio channels, highly dynamic oper-
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ating environment, lack of centralized management, high-
reliability requirements, and low latency communication
and scalability.

In the case of BSMs, it becomes even more challenged
because BSMs are supposed to be transmitted only in the
control channel and renewed every short-time period (100
ms, as the suggestion in [1, 2]). It relates to a multichannel
operation specified in the suit of standards IEEE 1609 for
Wireless Ad hoc Vehicular Environments (WAVEs).
According to the suit of standards, vehicles switch alterna-
tively between one control channel (CCH) to any service
channel (SCH), as illustrated in Figure 1. This working
mechanism allows single-PHY devices, or vehicles in
VANETs, to access high-prioritized data and management
traffic in CCH during CCH intervals (CCHIs), as well as
general traffic in SCH intervals (SCHI).

There are a considerable number of proposals dealing
with jamming attacks, one of the most practical proposed
approaches is channel surfing [4]. After detecting jamming
[5] [6] (jamming detection are out of our scope), communi-
cation devices change from the current jammed channel to
other available channels. The question is which channel
should be chosen provided that the communication can be
remained among as many devices as possible while other
performance and security constraints should be satisfied.
The concept of channel surfing is commonly studied in wire-
less and vehicular networks but is not dedicated to safety
applications. This paper focuses on safety applications in
vehicular networks, precisely the critical type of messages,
the BSMs.

Our contributions are in both mathematical and net-
working aspects. Firstly, we study the integration of mitiga-
tion against jamming attacks from wireless networks into
VANETs and propose an adapted channel surfing scheme
to deal with jamming attacks on safety applications in
VANETs. Secondly, we offer a probabilistic model in the
evaluation of our works. Simulation results validated the
model. Furthermore, the results allow us to choose appropri-
ate parameters of the scheme for the delay requirement of
safety applications.

The paper is organized as follows: the threat of jamming
attacks on safety applications in vehicular networks is briefly
described in this Section 1; Section 2 discusses related works
on methods to deal with jamming attacks in wireless net-
works; our random channel surfing scheme is elaborated in
Section 3; the analytical model to investigate our proposed
scheme is defined in Section 4; the obtained numerical
results are validated by simulation and also analyzed in
details in Section 5; Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Works

Many research efforts focus on designing defense strategies
for vehicular networks, but the problem remains an open
issue. Several approaches have been developed in wireless
networks to defend against jamming attacks. We can classify
these solutions into two types of strategies: competition
strategy and retreat strategy. In the competition strategy,
nodes reduce jamming effects by adjusting their physical-

layer parameters such as transmit power, data rate, and car-
rier sensing threshold [3]. Because the radio channel sub-
stantially impacts communication in the vehicular
environment, one should carefully consider the feasibility
of competition strategy in vehicular networks. Besides, the
retreat strategy seems more practical for communication in
the vehicular environment. In retreat strategy, devices must
coordinate to switch to the same new channel when jam-
ming attacks block the current channel. However, channel
coordination emerges as a problem for broadcasting, and
BSM exchange has a broadcasting nature. This paper con-
siders the feasibility of retreat strategy and channel surfing
approach, particularly an attempt to deal with jamming
attacks on BSMs.

In wireless networks, channel surfing approaches have
been proposed [4, 7–9]. The crucial point making channel
surfing feasible is how devices agree beforehand on the chan-
nel switching sequence. Based on how devices choose the
channel switching sequence, channel surfing approaches
can be classified into prior negotiation and without negotia-
tion. In prior negotiation, devices must exchange informa-
tion to make a channel agreement [10]. Considering Wi-Fi
communication, Navda et al. [10] proposed a channel surf-
ing scheme on which the access point generates a pseudo-
random channel sequence, encrypts it, and exchanges it
securely using the client’s public key. In [8], the authors pro-
pose a coordinated channel-switching strategy. The devices,
or nodes, detect themselves as jammed nodes, switch imme-
diately to the orthogonal channel, and wait for chances to
reconnect to the entire network. The boundary nodes who
lose connectivity with their neighbors monitor available
channels and connectivity to their neighbors in these chan-
nels. Finally, the boundary node selects the new channel
and notifies all other nodes. Performance of channel surfing
approaches also varies accordingly to the mobility of the net-
works because of the change in neighborhood leading to the
variation of the number of neighbors [11, 12].

The prior negotiation may guarantee the channel agree-
ment after jamming detection; however, it can be vulnerable
to attackers. Negotiation data is exposed and possibly inter-
cepted; thus, one can reveal the surfing sequence or informa-
tion of the new channel. For this reason, Djuraev et al.
propose a channel surfing scheme without prior negotiation.
They use transmission power and received signal strength to
determine the next channel in [4]. In [7], two entities, A and
B, exchange packets, and B sends a data packet to A. Then, A
acknowledges back to B in the following ACK. The next
channel is determined based on the received signal strength
indicator of the data packets and ACKs received at corre-
sponding entities. Considering physical technology to deal
with jamming, Strasser et al. propose a frequency hopping
on which the two communication entities switch their chan-
nel at different rates [9]. There exist time slots that the two
entities can encounter. The technique requires advanced
transceivers and does not reach high channel utilization.
The issue of effective coordination among vehicles to react
to jamming attacks remains [3, 13].

The abovementioned approaches focus on communica-
tion between only two entities in wireless networks.
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Mitigating jamming attacks in vehicular networks for broad-
cast communication is still an open issue. There have been
several works on broadcast in wireless networks. The
authors in [14] utilize spreading code to cope with jamming
in broadcast scenarios. The proposed protocol applies to the
Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) system. In [15], the
authors propose a collaborative broadcast scheme using the
uncoordinated frequency hopping technique. According to
this scheme, nodes receiving a broadcast message will help
forward it to other nodes. There are always opportunities
for nodes to exchange messages through unjammed chan-
nels. As one of the limited number of works that consider
broadcast in VANETs, [16] proposes a hideaway strategy.
Vehicles stop all transmission until the jammer moves away.
It means communication is interrupted for an undetermined
period. Focusing on safety applications in vehicular net-
works, in this paper, we initially propose an adaptively prob-
abilistic channel surfing scheme that adapts to their
characteristics, such as broadcast manner, multiple channel
operation, and short lifespan of BSMs. This scheme is an
extended version of the one proposed in [17]. We study
our scheme in a mathematical model and use simulation to
validate the results. The mathematical model allows us to
tune the scheme to achieve the time constraint requirements
of safety applications in vehicular networks. We elaborate on
the detail of the scheme in the following section.

3. Adaptively Probabilistic Channel
Surfing Scheme

3.1. Assumption. This paper assumes vehicles that partici-
pated in the network have been deployed with some safety
applications, and these applications always have safety infor-
mation that is needed to broadcast through BSMs. Second,
the jammer will attack the network at a given time. Accord-
ing to the standard IEEE 1604.9, vehicles alternatively switch
from one CCH to one of 6 available SCHs to accommodate
corresponding services. BSMs are exchanged periodically
every 100ms at CCHIs. In case of being attacked, communi-
cation in CCH is blocked by a reactive jammer that emits a
noninformation radio signal whenever it senses a transmis-
sion within its sensitivity range. After detecting the attack
of the jammer, vehicles will trigger our proposed random
channel surfing scheme. Vehicles change their operating
channel to a random one of the 6 SCHs instead of CCH dur-
ing each CCHI. For SCHIs, vehicles keep their original
schedule to maintain non-safety services. Every vehicle is
supposed to have one safety-related information included
in several BSMs that should be sent repeatedly within a cer-
tain period, provided that the number of vehicles that

received the information is as high as possible. In this work,
vehicles continuously transmit the safety information till the
transmission times reach 100, i.e., during 10 seconds.

3.2. Random Channel Surfing Scheme. When a vehicle
detects a jamming attack, the channelSurfingðÞ procedure
implemented in this vehicle is triggered. First, the vehicle
chose a set of predefined probability parameters for channel
assignment. The values of those parameters represent the
probabilities of which SCH channels will be assigned for
the next CCHI. The applications that need to broadcast their
safety information must choose which set of parameters.
Criteria are selected based on their designs and requirements
of time constrain. In this paper, we evaluate three different
sets of predefined probability parameters (Table 1). The first
set corresponds to when choosing one of the available SCHs
is uniformly distributed between 1 and 6. In the second and
third cases, the distribution of choosing SCH is linear and
geometric. Figure 2 illustrates these distributions.

Once the channel number is assigned, the vehicle
switches to that channel for the next CCHI. The SCH num-
ber follows the same distribution the vehicle chooses at the
beginning. The channelSurfingðÞ procedure is detailed in
Algorithm 1. After the jamming attack is confirmed and
the communication fails, this procedure first calls the
channelGeneratorðÞ function. This function returns the
number of SCH based on the type of safety application. Each
application has a corresponding set of probability parame-
ters. Next, the application stops communication on the cur-
rent SCH, and a new SCH will be used in the next CCHI.
The channelSurfingðÞ procedure will be executed until the
communication is recovered (receiving BSMs).

3.3. Evaluation Metric.We can evaluate the usefulness of this
random channel surfing scheme by the mean number of
vehicles that can recover the communication when suffering
a jamming attack after a time interval t. It means that after t
CCHIs (BSMs are exchanged periodically every CCHI), the
larger the mean number of vehicles that receive BSMs is,
the better the performance of the proposed scheme is. The
evaluation of this proposed scheme thus boils down to find-
ing out the average number of vehicles that receive the BSMs
after t CCHIs.

4. Analytical Model

Proposition 1. We consider the random channel surfing
described in the previous section. Let N be the number of
vehicles receiving BSMs from a sender. Let Kt be the random
variable representing the number of vehicles able to receive

CCH SCH CCH SCH

Guard interval

SCH interval

Sync interval

CCH interval SCH interval

Sync interval

CCH interval

Figure 1: Multiple operation: alternating access.
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BSMs after t CCHIs. Then, Kt ~ BinomialðN ,∑t
i=1ð1 − pÞi−1

pÞ with its probability mass function:

ℙ Kt = cð Þ =
N

c

 !
〠
t

i=1
1 − pð Þi−1p

 !c

× 1 − 〠
t

i=1
1 − pð Þi−1p

 !N−c

,

ð1Þ

where p =∑6
i=1p

2
i is the matching probability for sender and

receivers to stay in the same SCH number, pi is the probability
that SCH number i will be assigned. The mean number of
vehicles that can receive BSMs after t timeslot is

E Kt½ � =N〠
t

i=1
1 − pð Þt−1p = f t, pð Þ: ð2Þ

Proof. Firstly, communication can only happen if the sender
and receiver work in the same channel frequency. According
to the assumption, the sender and receiver can randomly
choose one of the six SCHs. The matching probability p
for them to stay in the same SCH is given by:

p =ℙ channelsender = channelreceiverð Þ

= 〠
6

i=1
ℙ channelsender = i, channelreceiver = ið Þ

= 〠
6

i=1
ℙ channelsender = ið Þℙ channelreceiver = ið Þ = 〠

6

i=1
p2i

ð3Þ

Secondly, call T the number of CCHIs until a receiver
receives the BSM message. The best scenario is T = 1, mean-
ing that the receiver gets the message immediately. The
worst scenario occurs when T ⟶∞, meaning this receiver
always selects the channel differently from the sender.
Indeed, T is a discrete random variable that could take any
value from 1 to ∞. For instance, consider the case T = 9,
which means that in 8 previous timeslots, this receiver did
not receive the message. As mentioned above, at any given
timeslot, the probability that the receiver gets the message
is p, and the probability of not receiving the message is 1 −
p. Thus, the probability of T = 9 is given by

ℙ T = 9ð Þ = 1 − p 1 − pð Þ8p�
: ð4Þ

Specifically, the random variable T follows the Geomet-

ric distribution with parameter p: T ~ GeometricðpÞ and its
probability mass function (PMF) is

ℙ T = tð Þ = 1 − pð Þt−1p: ð5Þ

So, the probability for the receiver to receive the message
at a given timeslot T = t is given by

ℙ T ≤ tð Þ = 〠
t

i=1
ℙ T = ið Þ = 〠

t

i=1
1 − pð Þi−1p: ð6Þ

Finally, consider the number of receiver that got the
message after t timeslots, Kt . Each receiver has ∑t

i=1
ð1 − pÞi−1p chance to receive the message independently
from other receiver, and Kt is fundamentally a Binomial
random variable Kt ~ BinomialðN ,∑t

i=1ð1 − pÞi−1pÞ + .

4.1. Application of Random Channel Surfing Model. One
direct application of our analytical model for this random
channel surfing scheme is to optimize the design of safety
applications in vehicular networks. Indeed, safety applica-
tions are sensitive to time constrain. A natural way to
improve the communication of safety applications when suf-
fering jamming attacks is to adjust the matching probability.
From (2), we can write

p = f −1 t, E Kt½ �ð Þ: ð7Þ

Thus, p can be computed as a function of t and E½Kt�.
Figure 3 depicts the mean number of vehicles that can

recover communication as regards time (computed from
the number of CCHIs). As the analytical model showed,
when p is uniformly distributed, we need almost 1 second
for 80% of vehicles to recover. In case p is geometrically dis-
tributed ðp = 0:315Þ, only 0:5 seconds is required for 80% of
vehicles to reestablish the communication. Thus, by adjust-
ing the channel assignment probabilities, a safety application

Table 1: Different sets of probability parameters.
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Figure 2: SCH assignment probability distributions.
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can easily achieve its target of how many vehicles can be
notified about safety information within a certain time slot.

5. Performance Evaluation

We evaluate our random channel surfing scheme by the
number of vehicles receiving one information sent by a vehi-
cle, called the sender, after a given time which is computed
in a number of CCHIs. The analytical model and simulation
allow us to study many scenarios with a different number of
vehicles in the network. Due to lack of space, we present
only the result for the scenario of N + 1 = 51 vehicles in a
communication range. Among N + 1 vehicles, one vehicle
plays the sender role. It retransmits its information in mes-
sages broadcast every CCHI. Every vehicle switches ran-
domly to one of 6 service channels every CCHI when the
jamming attack is detected. The numerical result obtained
from the analytical model allows us to determine E½Kt�, the
expectation or the average number of vehicles that received
the information after t CCHIs. To validate the analytical
model, we run simulations in NS-3 [18] with the
channelSurfingðÞ procedure being implemented in all vehi-
cles (nodes) and using the WAVE model that is specified

for the vehicular environment. The IEEE standard 802.11p
and the 1609 standard set are implemented in the simula-
tions. All simulation results are computed at 95% confidence
intervals. We evaluate our scheme with three different sets of
probabilities parameters ðp1, p2, p3Þ given in Table 1 and
consider two cases of mobility: constant mobility where
vehicle pattern has been fixed and traffic mobility where a
traffic simulator generates vehicle pattern. Parameters used
in the simulation are listed in Table 2.

5.1. Constant Mobility. Firstly, we analyze our scheme by
studying the average number of received vehicles after a
given time. Analytical and simulation results are compared
in all figures. Figures 4–6 show the increase in the average
number of vehicles that receive the information; in another
words, the expectation of random variable Kt as defined in
the previous section. This figure also displays its correspond-
ing standard deviation, which expresses how the real value
differs from the average one. The simulation results validate
the analytical results: they closely match the analytical
results. At early CCHIs, the number of received vehicles
increases dramatically and reaches 80%, i.e., nearly 40 vehi-
cles at 9th CCHI in case p = 0:167 (5th and 7th in case p =
0:220 and p = 0:315, respectively). After that, the number
increases insignificantly. Almost vehicles, up to 48 among
49 vehicles, received information after 25 CCHIs
(2:5 seconds). Matching the time requirement of ITS safety
application specified in [19], approximately 80% of vehicles
using our scheme can satisfy the maximum latency of a
given safety application of 1 second. Depending on the use
cases of applications, this performance can probably be
acceptable. Thus, it raises the question of which cases this
performance is reasonable. Then, in these cases, the infor-
mation should be more critical to some vehicles than others.
For example, vehicles close to the origin of the information
about an incident may be much more impacted than vehi-
cles at a far distance. Therefore, it is potential to extend
our channel surfing scheme with the idea of prioritizing
the receivers. It means that the scheme should somehow
manage groups of vehicles provided that higher prioritized
vehicles must be acknowledged of the safety information
early, while others can loosen the time constraint.

Secondly, our analytical model also allows us to figure
out the likely number of received vehicles after a certain
time. Figure 7 depicts the probability distribution of the
obtained value of Kt at 10th CCHIs in the analytical model
and so in simulation. The number of received vehicles

Input: jamming alert signal
Output: new communication channel
begin

ifa jamming attack is detectedthen
whilecommunication is falsedo

Choose a new channel for the appropriate application;
Stop communication on the current channel;
Start communication on the new selected channel;

Algorithm 1: ChannelSurfing() procedure.
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approximately ranges from 34 to 46. It means that about
70% to 93% of vehicles are warned about the information
after 1 second. The value has the highest probability at 41ð
83%Þ in theory and 43ð88%Þ in simulation. The probability
distribution of Kt after 5 CCHIs is illustrated in Figure 8.
After 5 CCHIs, 19ð39%Þ to 23ð47%Þ vehicles receive the
information. The results indicate the list of possible values
of the number of received vehicles after a given time. It
can be a reference to select the proposed scheme for suitable
applications in terms of the freshness of exchanged informa-
tion, expected informing scale of information, and network
parameters such as the number of vehicles, density, available
frequencies.

5.2. Traffic Mobility. To evaluate the impact of realistic traf-
fic patterns, we generate vehicle locations from a traffic sim-
ulator in this scenario. This traffic simulator allows us to
emulate driver behavior faithfully. On a highway, driver
behavior is limited to accelerating, braking, and changing
lanes. We assume that there is no off-ramp on the section
of the highway. The desired speed is associated with each
vehicle. It corresponds to the speed that the driver would
reach if he was alone in his lane. If the driver is alone (the
downstream vehicle is sufficiently far), he adapts his acceler-
ation to reach his desired speed (free-flow regime). If he is
not alone, he adapts his acceleration to the vehicles around
him (car following regime). He can also change lanes if the
conditions of another lane seem better. All these decisions
are functions of traffic conditions (speed and distance) and
random variables used to introduce a different behavior for
each vehicle. This kind of simulation is called microsimula-
tion [20], and the model we used, which has been tuned
and validated with regard to real data collected on a high-
way, is presented in detail in [21, 22]. We simulated a
road/highway with this traffic simulator with three lanes,
and the simulation time was 60minutes. The vehicle posi-
tions are then injected into NS-3 for simulation. In this

Table 2: Parameters used in simulations.

Parameters Value

Number of vehicles 51
CCHI 50ms

Frequencies of channels DSRC allocated spectrum [3]

Samples per point 100

Jamming attack event At 2.0 seconds

SCH assignment probabilities Uniform, linear and geometric

Distribution

Message size 100 bytes

Number of retransmissions 100

Simulation time 12 seconds
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scenario, we also consider 50 receivers in the communica-
tion range of the sender as in the constant mobility case.

In Figure 9, we compare the simulation results per-
formed with different traffic intensities (λ) in traffic mobility
and constant mobility scenarios. For both scenarios (con-
stant and traffic mobility), the channel assignment probabil-
ity is the same and uniformly distributed ðp = 0:167Þ. As
shown, the traffic pattern has an important impact on the
performance of our proposed scheme. When the traffic
intensity is high (λ = 5, the mean distance between two con-
secutive vehicles is 5 meters), the average number of vehicles
that can be acknowledged of the information is about 10%

lower than the constant mobility case at t = 1 s. Moreover,
we can observe a significant decrease (30% and 60%, respec-
tively, at t = 1 s) in the performance of the traffic mobility
scenario when considering low traffic intensities
(λ = 10, λ = 15). This may happen due to the high frame
error rate in the traffic mobility scenario. The traffic simula-
tor mimics the real traffic pattern where vehicles are likely to
form clusters. Consequently, vehicles that belong to a far
cluster could not receive any message even when they chose
the same SCH as the sender.

6. Conclusion

This paper investigated the feasibility of a channel surfing
approach against jamming attacks in vehicular networks,
especially for safety applications with strict time constraints
and a broadcast nature. We initialize and implement a ran-
dom channel surfing scheme in vehicular networks. A sim-
ple, extensible probabilistic model is proposed to evaluate
and study the favorable use case of our scheme. This model
provides the key to designing safety applications sensitive to
time constrain by adjusting SCH assignment probabilities.
We validate the analytical model by NS-3 simulations. The
simulation results have shown that a large number of vehi-
cles can recover their communication within an acceptable
time. The real traffic pattern has an essential effect on the
performance of this random channel surfing scheme. We
are currently working on an extension of this model that
takes into account the frame error rate to model the real
testbed scenarios accurately reported in this manuscript.

Data Availability

No data were used to support this study.
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Figure 9: Comparison between constant mobility and different
traffic mobility scenarios.
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